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Newsletter: August 2018
Read more about Crossing Borders and our next events

below!

Have your Internship with CB
September brings the Autumn but also two other new interns from Copenhagen Uni‐
versity who will be developing their knowledge and capacities while being part of the
most intercultural family ever seen. Welcome both Max and Rose!

PS: their names together sound so catchy right?

-My Story, Your Story, Our Story-
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-My Story, Your Story, Our Story-

Spisdating expands to Sweden and Norway!

STORYTELLING, SHARING FOOD. From now on, our popular sharing food and 
stories events will be part also of a bigger project in partnership with the World 
Culture Museum of Gothenburg and Intermezzo Ungdom Organisation from 
Oslo. In this project, young leaders will be trained in storytelling and dialogue - and
then host events in their local communities (Denmark, Sweden and Norway), where
people with different backgrounds, mainly immigrants, come together to share food and
life stories. In this way fostering a sense of a ‘new us’.
 
Our new season of Spisdating already started so we invite you to hear to our always
inspiring speakers every thursday at 17h00 (at Crossing Borders).

-People Climate's March
Copenhagen-



Crossing Borders will be participating in one of the most moving events concerning
environmental issues. The People's Climate March Copenhagen joins the Global Cli‐
mate Movement that has called for actions across the world on September 8, 2018. On
this day, people in many countries will come together in demanding a fast and fair tran‐
sition to 100% renewable energy for all.

We wish to create an inclusive and diverse event that can bring people together. It
does not matter their generation, gender, or political affiliation. We all have something
in common, a resilient spirit to fight for our environmental rights and capacity of
decision. 

Our future is green.

Cross-sectorial co-
operation promo-
tion of youth work
and non formal ed-
ucation seminar in
Slovakia

The Edu Era Organized a 7-day(AUG 22-
29) international expert seminar on how
to enhance the impact of youth work and
non-formal education through cross-sec‐
torial co-operation, in Krompachy a small
town near Kosice. Program was support‐
ed by Erasmus + program, Key action 1
and Mobility for youth workers. We had
participants from various sectors like
teacher, NGO works, and Youth works
from different countries including Greece,
Italy, Spain, Bulgaria, Romania, Portugal
and UK.

It was great meetup of likeminded people
with interesting ideas that we find useful
for our work back at Crossing Borders
and we are in discussion with some of the
organization for future collaborations.
#Lets get cross 2018 .

            UNGDOM‐



            UNGDOM‐
MENS FOLKEMODE'
2018
From Greece, Lithuania and Spain that
thanks to Erasmus+ are working on
trying to create a better world . Our
project is about the Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals that have currently been
the priority on the global agenda.  Next
Friday we will be at the Nationl Agency
tent in the Ungdommen Folkemodet
2018 from 11:30 til 13:00 Share your
ideas with us on how to achieve them,
take a picture in our photo booth and
let yourself be inspired through this
volunteering journey.

-Youth Climate Ambassadors
-

Crossing Borders is taking part in this 
Erasmus + Key Action 3 training to‐
gether with 9 other groups from Morocco, 
Russia, Sweden, Lithuania, Belarus, Jor‐
dan, Ukraine, Turkey and Romania. The 
goal of the international training is to em‐
power young people to advocate by 
themselves for their rights to a healthy, 
safe and sustainable environment by us‐
ing non-formal learning principles in order 
to strengthen their oratory and debating 
skills.

-'Equality' in Prague -
Crossing Borders is taking part in the youth ex‐
change ‘EQUALITY’. A team of 7 youths from 
Denmark are in Prague with 53 more young peo‐
ple from Norway, Macedonia, Turkey, Denmark, 



ple from Norway, Macedonia, Turkey, Denmark, 
Estonia, Lithuania, Czech Republic and France. 
Main motivation of youth exchange “EQUALITY” 
is to raise understanding of the participants on 
gender and gender-related issues and to make 
the participants more gender sensitive. During 
the youth exchange, the participants are taking 
part in interactive lectures, discussions, debates, 
simulations or theater-based activities and they 
are working on creating series of short movies 
on gender issues with the aim of raising aware‐
ness among young people on gender and gen‐
der equality

Support Crossing Borders
Become a Member

Click Here to Sign up!
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